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Across
6. parenthood The state or relationship 
of being a
9. extra-curricular activities fall 
outside the realm of the normal 
curriculum of school or university 
education, performed by students. Such 
activities are generally voluntary, 
mandatory, non-paying, social, philanthropic 
as opposed to scholastic, and often involve 
others of the same
10. leisure Time free from every-day job 
responsibilities during which a person can 
pursue personal interests and
14. life stages Changes that occur as we 
move through life
15. marriage The legal unions of a man 
and woman as husband and
17. post-secondary A time period after 
high school graduation; usually referring 
to training or education received after high

21. aptitudes Developed abilities; those 
things that one is good at doing; potential 
for leaning
23. generativity State of human 
development often referred to as the 
"working years"; between a person's late 
twenties and early sixties, when he or she is 
productive in the world of work, develops a 
family and re-examines personal beliefs and
Down
1. retirement The state of being retired 
from one's
2. intrapersonal Relates to independent
3. career An occupation or profession 
followed as a life's
4. parenting the process of caring for 
children and helping them grow and
5. social Preference to working with
7. IB courses International 
baccalaureate, offering internationally 
recognized

8. attitude A feeling or way of
11. interpersonal Relationships between
12. life roles The various parts of one's 
life, such as citizen, parent, spouse, worker,
13. self-esteem the general attitude 
toward ones
16. young adult stage of where you are a
18. dexterity Proficiency in using the body 
or
19. Launching young adults children move
20. AP courses advanced placement, 
college courses taken in high
22. self concept How people view their 
own skills, interests, and competence
24. values a person's principles or 
standards of behavior; one's judgment of 
what is important in


